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Abstract 

Armual health check up for the members of BRAC' s village organization (VO) was 

initiated in 1997. The objective was to identify major health problems among the VO 

members, to arrange for ref~rral to basic health care clinics and to diagnose commonly 

unrecognized health problems and provide management and prevent further severe 
~ 

complications. An explorative obsetVation was done to assess the present situation of 

annual health check up of VO members. Five VO check up sessions were observed, exit 

point interviews were conducted with twenty VO members, interviews were also conducted 

with paramedics, nwses and medical officers of the respective check up centers, and 

records regarding VO members health check up were consulted. The study was conducted 

dwing November 1999. Strengths and weakness of these VO check up were identified. In 

general, a positive attitude towards the health check up was observed among the VO 

members. 1bi.s check ·up increases the ·health awareness among the members. They 

consider it as an additional benefit of taking BRAC loan. However, problems of session 
~ 

management, tcclmical incompetence of the paramedics/nurse and poor follow up of the 

referred patients were also observed. Recommendations are given to improve the 

weaknesses of the annual health check for the VO members up. 
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Introduction 

The enhancement of health of the people is accepted WliversaUy as a major objective of 

the process of development. "Healthy and educated people are in better position than 

others to take control of their lives, plan their future, and contribute to economic growth 
~ 

and development. Good health is therefore a goal and means of facilitating development. 

Investing in health is one way to both furthering economic and hwnan development and 

improving the populations health status" (Reynolds B. 1998). Noble laurate Amartya Sen 

(1999) said, "Among tho most important freedom that we can ~ is the :frcodom from 

avoidable ill health and from escapable mortality. It is important to understand the qualified 

and contingent nature of the relationship between economic prosperity and good health." 

BRAC as a major development <qaniution in Bangladesh recognizes this 

relationship between health and development Therefore along with its income generation 

and education programme BRAC always had preventm, promotm and curatm health 
~ 

components in its development programmes. However, annual health check up for the 

members of village organization is a relatively new health component of BRAC. BRAC 

has so far about 3 million VO membcn under its Rural Development Programme (RDP). 

~ Over the years BRAC learned that the income generating activities and loan repayment 

performances of the VO members were hampered by their various health related 

problems. There was also a felt need among the VO members regarding some health 

programme that specifically addresses their health problems. It was therefore decided by 

the policy makers to conduct an :mnual health check up for all the VO members of RDP. 
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This programme started in 1997. The objective of the annual health check up arc as 

follows: 

1. To identify major health problems, their symptoms and risks among the members of 

BRAC's viJlage organizations; 

2. To arrange for referral to basic . health care clinic for timely management of health 
' -

problems; and 

3. To assess and diagnose commonly unrecognized health problems, provide management 

and prevent further serious complications. 

For this health check up, a card was developed (Annex-1). Following examinations are 

done and recorded in the card once in a year for each VO member : 

Height, weight, pulse, temperature, blood pressure, anemia, edema, jaundice, clubbing, 

lymph node, oral cavity , breast, lwtg. heart, abdomen, reproductive tract, eye, ear, urine 

sugar 

'T"\._,. e-~....m'!.:...,., ~ "nn"'"·~·- ... '-· "in'~'! n!!!'!!.::>f! -- -~~1!0~-~.. 'T"\.e.,,. ..... " 'H"::: ,.;~,... lll"' Ad£1uuaUUIID """"' ..v IU'"''C\1 V! WyJUUaa I'""""' Ul }J<Udlii'VUI'-'"· J.U - bw.ll _, ... uaa...a 

from Health, Nutrition and Population Prograrmne(HNPP) or the Essential Health Care 

(EHC) prognmunc ofBRAC. The examination is done in RDP area offices, where there is 

· a separate room for this purpose . . Before getting a loan the VO members has to go 

through this health check up. AVO member has to pay TK 15 for each check up. This 

money is given to him or her by the RDP. If any morbidity is found among the VO 

members, he or she is referred to nearby BRAC health center or any other health center. 

The nurse or paramedic responsible for the check up is supposed to give the name and 
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address of the identified morbidity cases to the corresponding RDP staff for follow them 

up. HNPP field staff are responsible for followup of these cases. The medical officer of 

the corresponding BRAC health center supervises the VO check up sessions at a regular 

interval. There were 300 VO check up centers in operation in BRAC working areas 

tl. .. nnc!- nnt +~. .. "'"un-· ..,.... ............. "'" .. done tn •Ynlor- ................. t Sl· ... ...;on o,f th- ........ -• uuv-co• vu• ... .., "'v au)• .&uuo o•i.iUj noao a .v "'Ay v "' Ui"' pa..,o..u •uau .& "" ... uaU.U 

health check up for the vo members. 

~ 

Methods 

This was a quick explorative study. Following qualitative methods were used to collect the 

infonnation during November 1999: 

1. Observation of health check up session in five centers, 

2. Exit point interview with 20 VO members, 

3. Interview with paramedic, mne, mdical officer of the respective centers and 

4. Review of the records regarding VO check up. 

Results 

Based on the observation of selected VO check up sessions, interview with the providers 

and the clients and consultation of the records, few strengths and some weakness of the 

~ program have been identified. 
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The strengths 

* Positive attitude of the VO members: 

It waa obsa"VCd that most of the VO mcmbml att~.mding the health check up session had a 

posi~ attitude towards this programme. They took it as a very useful programme for 

them. As one of the VO m~ ~d: 

This is very good~. This is a good chance for us to lcnow our hidden health 

problems. I became aware about my health. They checbd my whole body, no doctor 

would do this so cheaply. 

Some considered this health check up as an additional benefit of taking BRAC 

loan as no other NGO offers this facility. One VO member said: 

BRAC is giving us an /l.orr.cn.u by c!t.ecking or.tr health. There are other NC..Os in 

our area hut they do not offer this service. This is an extra facility that we get by ta/dng 

BRAC /()(11f. 

However, the staff of BRAC involved in this program said that the situation was 

not so favourable in the beginning. The VO members had a negative notiona during its 

initial phase. Most of them thought that, if any health problem is found through this check 

up then they wiD. not be aDowcd to take Joan. As a result they were very reluctant to attend 

this health check up 8C88ions. So, the RDP staff had to work among the VO members to 

clarify this wrong idea. When they saw that members arc given loan even if they were 

identified with a health problem then they were convinced. Oradually they developed a 

positive attitude towards the health check up. 

7 
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* Good physical facilities and supplies: 

Good physical facility and supply is a prerequisite to conduct such a regular health check 

up service. The facilities and supplies of the obsctVed centers were found satisfactory. In 

every center there was a separate room for the health check up. The room was clean, there 

was enough light and cross ve~tilation. The privacy was maintained quite well. For female 
' -

VO members some of the ~tions were done behind the curtain. The supplies were 

also good. Most of the centers were equipped with the necessary instruments. Except in 

one center the torch light and car speculwn was missing. 

So, it was found that the clients were ready for the programme, the supporting services for 

the programme was also ready but unfortunately the actual programme, the health check 

up itself was found to~ nwnbcr of wcakncsscs. 

Weaknesses 

Following are dtc areas where tlte weaknesses of tlte annual VO hcaltlt check up was 

observed-

*Session management: 

The management of the VO health check up session was found chaotic. It was observed 

that the nurse or paramedic responsible for the check up usuany comes to the center 

-
arowtd 9 in the morning but she usually sits idle about two/three hoWl because usually 

VO members do not come before 12 o clock. It was observed that around 12 o clock 

suddenly a number of VO members come to the center together. On an average about 20 

VO members have their health checked every day. The responsible nurse/paramedic finds 

it quite difficult to manage the session. As mentioned before there is about 20 general and 

8 
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physical examinations that the nurse/paramedic has to perfonn for each VO member. It 

takes minimum 15 to 20 minutes to finish the examinations for each member. AB a result 

the waiting time for the VO members becomes lengthy. Some member have to wait ~n 

up to two hours or more. The nurse/paramedic usuaDy allows two VO members at a time 

in the check up room. But after certain time the members become impatient and try to get 

" 
into the room all at a time. Evccyone wants to have his/her tum first They start 

. ~ 
complaining about the delay. Some start to mention various excuses and ask to finish their 

checking earlier. For example they say, "I have left my smaD children at home please check 

me first" or "My husband is ill, I have to go back home earlier, please allow me to enter 

before othen., Othen also become impatient because unlC88 the fonnality of health check 

up is finished they can not take the loan. 

This was also observed that the RDP staff sometimes create pressure on the 

nurse/paramedic as weD. AB they can't start the loan disbursement before the health check 

up is finished they ask the nUnc/paramedic to do the examinations quickly. In one SC88ion a 

RDP staff was saying to the attending paramedic, "Hurry up please. What is the use of 

doing aD thcac examinations, just measure the blood prcaauro, write that ~ is OK 

and let them go." The RDP manager also came time to time and said to the paramedic, 

"Sister, do it quick". The pressure from the VO members and as weD as from the RDP 

staff to complete the session quickly make the attending nurse/ paramedic puzzled. One 

nurse admitted that because of the time constrain and the pressure from both the sides 

sometime she skips some of the examinations. The foDowing incidence explains the 

situation of the attending staff. In one session two VO memben entered in the check up 

room as usual. They were given two pots to bring their urine from the toilet outside. When 

9 
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they returned from the toilet there was a number of VO members inside the room 

surrounding the nurse and struggling to have her check up done first. The previous two 

VO members kept their urine pot on the table. But because of the crowd the nurse could 

not follow which urine is whose. This resulted a lot of problem and the VO members had 

to bring their urine again, which was a great botheration for them. 
. -_, 

When asked about.this chaos in the session management, the HPD staff said that, 
~ 

as the VO members came from the same village they preferred to come together, if they 

could come in a batch then this chaos could be avoided. They said as the RDP staff send 

the VO members to the center they can organize this and ask the members to come in a 

group in different time instead of coming together. HPD staff members complained that 

the RDP staff do not take that initiative. Moreover, as RDP pays for the health check up of 

the VO members, they have a feeling of authority on the session, as a result sometime they 

dictate the muse/ paramedic in the session to do things as they want. 

However, negligence regarding the VO check up also found among the HNPP staff 

as well. It was found that there was no fixed staff assigned for VO check up. It was done 

in an ad hoc basis, who ever was available was sent to conduct the session. Least priority is 

given to VO health check up All these resulted a chaotic management of the VO health 

check up. This chaos definitely also have a negative impact on the quality of the health 

check up. 

*The technical competence: 

The technical competence of the nurse/paramedic to perform the health check up was 

found lacking. The incompetence was particularly evident among the paramedics. They do 

not find it difficult to perform the general examinations like height, weight, anaemia, 

10 
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oeuema etc. TI1ey were also found to be competent in measuring the blood pressw-e. But it 

was observed that some systemic examination and some of the general examinations were 

not done com;ctly iUld the :~bff WM abo not awa~ of the rationill of the:~e CXi1IIlinatio011. 

For example most of them do not know what is the use of examining the lymph nodes and 

where exactly to examine it. They were also found confused about the examination of heart 
. -

and lung. It was observed that" they only count the heart rate and respiration rate after 

putting stethoscope on the h~ and lung. They could not mention about wheeze or ronki, 

also could not say anything about the heart sound'!. The eye, ear, oral cavity or jaundice 

examination was also done in a very hunied way. This technical incompetence and hurried 

examinations resulted in incorrect referral. A monitoring report ( 1999) by the quality 

assurance team reported that in the month of December in 29% of the referral cases~ the 

causes were not justified. However, staff members including the medical officer think that 

the health check up of VO members is too comprehensive. Tite paramedic thinks their 

training was not sufficient to equip them to ~-ol)duct such a comprehensive health check up. 

The medical officers particularly said that through the experience of last couple of years 

now the morbidity pattern of the VO members are known to them, so they suggested that it 

would be practical to minimize the number of health check up examinations and revise it 

according to the morbidity pattern. By consulting the morbidity records following were 

found to be the top ten most frequently occurring morbidities in the observed centers: 

Vaginal discharge, general weakness, peptic ulcer, pelvic inflammatory disease, urinary 

tract intection. helmenthiasis, fungal infection, anaemia, dysentery, difficulty in vision. 

11 
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In~onsistency in filling up of the health card was also observed. Different languages were 

used to fill up the card. For example, if sugar in the urine was not tow1<l, following tem1s 

were used to fill the card; 'absent', 'No', 'Normal' Not found', ' --' etc. In the other side 

of the card the treatment record was supposed to he written, but we found four VO 

members who were referred and got treatment in the BR.\C health center, but nothing was 

' -written on the other side of the card. For this inconsistency in language and incomplete 

~ 
recording of the cards, these cards could not be used further for any scientific research. 

Follow up: 

Followup of the referred cases was fowtd to be very poor. It was observed that the staff 

members were confused about the responsibility of the follow up. The HNPP staff said 

that it was the responsibility of the RDP staff, while the RDP staff said that followup was 

the responsibility of the HPD staff. The nurse/paramedic responsible for the health check 

up is supposed to give a list of the referred cases to the RDP office. But unfortunately we 

didn't fmd any such list in the office. They were also confused about how frequently they .. 
were supposed to give this Jist. Some said every cfuy, some said once in a week, some even 

said once in a month. As a result the follow up of the referred patient was not ensured. 

The followup record oflast six months (March- Septernher'1999) was consulted and the 

following result was found: 

12 
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Total VO m~mb~rs ch~cked 

6,488 

Referred 

1,223 

Attend~d Shushashtho No record 

238 985 

81% 

The above graph shows that dwing Match- September '1999, 6,488 VO members were 

dt~!;k~d. Of tltem 238 (19%) an~nded Sh.ushastho and the rest 985(10 °;o) did not have 

JnY record of the consequence of tlte morbidity. 'This situation is defmitely alanning. H 

shows tltc negligence regarding tbllowup of tlle referred pati~nts. The staff members said 

tltat the VO members were reluctant to come to the BRAC health center. Various reasons 

were mentioned for this. Some mentioned about the disbnce of the center, some said the 

villagers prefered to have treatment from the village doctors rather tlten the MBBS doctors 

of tlle BRAC health center, some also mentioned tltat as vaginal discharge was the most 

commonly referred disease, women did not want to go to BHC because it mostly have 

male doctors. However, a medical officer pointed out a different management issue. He 

~1aid that for BHC referred patients therl! was a special followup form. but for VO health 

13 
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cht!ck up cenlers such f01m was not available, as a result it \Vas difficult to monitor the 

follow up of the retcJTed patients. However, if a morbidity is ide_ntified and the follom1p is 

not cn..">urcd then the whole screening process becomes useless. 

Discussion 

' 
. This was an explorative s~ to have a quick observation of the arutual health check up for 

VO mt:mbers. Qualitative methods were used to collect the inf01marion. It was obsen:ed 

that iherc were some strenghts and wcaknl!sses in the annual VO members health check up 

progranune. The VO members were found to have a positive attitude towards this 

programme. 'They thought that it helped to raise their awareness regarding health. They 

also considered it as :m extra benefit to take DRAC loan. The supplies to conduct such a 

programme was also found satisfactory. The necessary instruments and infrastructure were 

available. 

However, some weaknesses were .. also identified which could be a major obstacle 

to the success of this programme. The management of the health check up session was 

found chaotic. The nurse/paramedic responsible for conducting the session spends half of 

the working time idle, because the VO members come all together in the middle of the day. 

The nurse/paramedic therefore have to do a long Jist of examinations in a very short time. 

Because of the time constraints both the VO members and the RDP staff becomes 

impatient. As a result the whole session is managed in a very chaotic way. It was also fomtd 

that there was lack of technical competency among the staff members who were 

conducting the ~e~:o~ion. 'fltey l.nck skill ond under.~tanding of the rntionolc behind the 

•!Xaminations. As a result it was found that a significant number of cases that was referred 

14 
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is not justified. The recording of the health check up in the card was also found 

inconsistent and incomplete. The foUmvup of th~ referred paticnrs \VI.!re found very poor. 

~fore than 80':'·iJ of the referred cases do not have any follo\.vup record. There is also 

•;oniusion between HNPP and RDP regarding the responsibility of follow up. 

The objectives ofthe annual health check up ofVO members are to identif)' major 

' -morbidity, di•1gnose co~only unrecognized health problems, and to arrange referral to 

~ 
health centers. The fmding show that though the VO mc:mbers were positive about the 

progranune and the infrastructure and supplies were sufficient only because of 

management and technical incompetence of the staff m<:.mbers the objectives arc not yet 

aclueved. 

Reconunendations 

Based on the fmdings of the study follo\\ing recommendations are made: 

l . The field level ~l>P and RDP staff members should coordinate \\ith each otlu:r to 

organize the VO members flow in the health check up session, so that the VO m~mbers do 

not come to the center all at a time but in a group at diff<:.rent times. 

2. The number of the examinations should be reduced and the health card should be 

revised according to the morbidity pattern of the VO members. 

3. Refresher training for the staff members should be organized to increase their teclmical 

~ompetency. 

-t. . Health card should be recorded properly. 

5. Special emphasis should be given for the follow up of the referred ceases. For that again 

the coordination between !Th"'PP and RDP is required. A followup card for the referred 

o:ases could be developed. 
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